
GET THE RIGHT TURF
Just like you need specialized sporting equipment for each sport, you also 

need the right instant turf for the right sport and environment.



CONFUSED?

Unsure of which instant turf to use? 
Truth: There is no such thing as a miracle turf. It can get confusing trying to find the right instant 
turf for your sporting situation. At Ozbreed, we help you find the right turf for the right job. By using 
a specialized sports turf in the right situation, you can get the best use out of it. Read on to find out 

which turf performs best in your sporting area.

Ph: 02 4577 2977
Fax: 02 4587 7728
info@ozbreed.com.au
www.ozbreed.com.au

Information on where to buy is on the 
pages in this brochure



CynoMax is an excellent and less dense Couch for sporting facilities that over sow with 
cool season grasses, or for venues that do not over sow. There is no such thing as a 
miracle turf that works for everything, this includes CynoMax. Although this is true, it is a 
suitable Couch for: 
 • Sporting ovals
 • Golf course fairways (particularly roughs)
 • Parks
 • Developments that have spasmodic mowing (hack ovals and  
 general turf areas) 

 For high profile sporting facilities that are not oversown like stadiums, denser 
Couch types are better. Fields that get mown twice a week in summer would benefit from 
denser Couch types, but if you only mow once a week or even fewer times than that, a 
less scalping, less dense Couch type like CynoMax is better. 



Like all Couch types, CynoMax works well in areas with full sun or very minor shade. A 
good value, lower cost turf is often needed. CynoMax is easy and quick to grow so it is a 
similar price to Wintergreen, Greenlees Park etc. So now you can say goodbye to these 
older lower performance couches, and buy a high performance Couch for a similar price.

  Very quick to establish. Turf and stolons establish and cover the ground faster. 

  Far less seed head when unmown for a period, making a better looking couch  
 and a more environmental one. 

  Less scalping if a mowing is missed, as it often happens in all but sports  
 stadiums. Still dense enough to cope with most sporting activities.
  Excellent strong turf rolls. 

  Very fast recovery from wear. Fastest growing stolons. See research below. 

  Dark green colour and good winter colour for a Couch.

 
NSW, VIC, QLD, WA. Results; We now know what type of 
projects it works on. Such as the sports locations explained in 
this brochure. CynoMax performs well in all these sates. In 
Queensland it has been tested to Harvey Bay. 

 
Cynomax was a seedling selection from C1. It was selected for 
less seed head, faster stolon coverage and performance. 
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CynoSport has been bred to exclusively suit sporting venues. It has good density for 
sports fields and golf courses without the massive thatch problems that hurt the 
performance of other couches in warm climates. It has very little seed head 
production, which greatly reduces mowing schedules particularly on golf courses.  Its 
colour and texture is excellent, and its ability to look good even under somewhat 
adverse conditions makes it a good choice for high profile sporting facilities, or for the 
regular council oval.



CynoSport is suited to high profile sporting facilities in warmer climates (NSW, QLD). 
This includes stadiums, elite golf courses and for high quality, higher input turf use. 

For Hack ovals and sporting facilities that receive lower maintenance input, we 
suggest lower density grasses like CynoMax instead. For colder regions like 
Melbourne with non oversown high profile sporting facilities, for now we suggest 
other dense grasses like Grand Prix (not our grass). For over sown areas such as 
Melbourne arenas we suggest CynoMax. 

 Excellent for warmer, dry or hotter humid regions. Trials show it is great for 
Sydney, Brisbane, Sunshine Coast and Perth. It is not so good for colder Victorian 
climates.  

 Fast spread. See research below.  
 Good density for high profile sports. 
 Dark bottle green colour.  
 Little seed head.  
 Manicured look.  
 Great dense stolon base for wear tolerance.  
 Rhizomes just deep enough to be removed from wear zone, but not too deep that 

they take a long time to reshoot. Ideal for sports use. 
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Kenda is very different to common Kikuyu and other new breeds of Kikuyu. It is the only one 
with extra large prostrate runners, and has many more rhizomes. The vastly accelerated 
horizontal and underground growth of Kenda surprisingly does not lead to more mowing. Its 
leaf growth and upward growth is similar to other types, but this rapid functional crosswise 
growth does provide it with big advantages.
  1) Much quicker recovery from wear, especially from the abundant rhizomes.
 2) More vegetative mass to wear out in the first place.
 3) Deep abundant underground growth allows it to survive far longer droughts.
 4) Better turf rolls. No more netting required for the farmers to get it to hold together.
 5) Quicker establishment.

Other benefits Disadvantages
• Good disease tolerance.

• Great winter colour compared most other grasses. 

• Less vertical growth if left unmown for a period.

• Over years of testing so far we have never seen a 
seed form on Kenda. * Important information below

• Kenda's lack of seed makes it much safer and 
greatly reduces the chance of invasion into 
neighboring bushland, gardens and neighbors lawns. 

• Beautiful. Many have commented that with its dark 
green colour and leaf texture, it resembles a well 
maintained Tall Fescue lawn. 

• Less turf replacement required for sporting ovals.

• Kenda is very fast across the ground, so it will run 
into gardens a little faster, but Kikuyu in general is a 
poor choice for people with lots of gardens that do 
not have good hard edges. All Kikuyu types are 
aggressive near gardens. Buffalo lawns and Empire 
are a better choice for this.

• Like other Kikuyu types, Kenda is not good in 
shade. Buffalo and Zoysia types are better. Kenda 
prefers full sun, or at the most light shade. 

• Kenda like other Kikuyu will need more mowing 
than Couch, Buffalo and Zoysia, but this is probably 
why it is so popular for high wear areas. 

* As seeded Kikuyu is all over Australia now, it is possible for an occasional plant of common Kikuyu to blow in from seed, also we have not ruled out the fact 
that conditions may someday be right for Kenda to produce the occasional viable seed. We have procedures in place to minimize this as much as possible, 
including turf farm inspections, elite isolated planting stock for farm establishment and future replanting. However, a small level of contamination may be 
unstoppable. Kenda's unique growth habit makes it harder for seeded Kikuyu to invade it compared to other Kikuyu types.

LARGER RHIZOMES AND STOLONS, 
AND MORE OF THEM!

This means less 

turf replacement 

for sporting ovals



Based on replicated pot trials grown over 2008 and 2009. Measurements were taken on a number of pots.
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Kenda is proven to have far more vigorous 
rhizomes and stolons compared to common 
kikuyu. This allows it to cope better with the 
vigours of high traffic.

Wear Tolerance and Recovery

Uses
Residential: Kenda is great for sunny home lawns 
that require the ultimate in wear recovery. Eg; Dogs, 
kids playing in backyard, lots of backyard parties.

Commercial: Kenda is suited to most sporting 
facilities that require a turf which will perform under 
the duress of extreme wear and at the same time stay 
far greener in winter than any couch. Eg; Football 
fields, golf courses, race tracks, schools, and parks. 
The standard council oval will greatly benefit from 
Kenda. For high profile, high maintenance sporting 
venues the density of a sports couch type like 
CynoSport would be much better than a Kikuyu.

Visit

www.ozbreed.com.au
for more information such as where to buy



Nara Native Turf is a low maintenance grass that is naturally very drought tolerant, due to it being 
an Australian native turf. It is generally a coastal grass but has been proven to work well many 
hundreds of kilometres inland. Although Nara has salt tolerance, it cannot handle growing in sea 
water. However, growing close to the beach is not a problem.
Quicker establishment is achieved in warmer weather with Nara Native Turf. It is best to avoid 
laying Nara in winter months. In early Spring or Autumn it may take a week longer than other turf 
types to establish, but what’s a week compared to a lifetime of low maintenance? Nara seeds 
mainly early Spring in a burst and then not much for the rest of the year. This means more mowing 
in early Spring to remove seed head and then a lot less mowing for the rest of the year.

 Home owners who love native gardens can now have the perfect compliment of 
native turf. It is better suited to Australian conditions and looks beautiful.

 Golf courses and council parks will benefit from the good will created from using 
a native turf instead of an exotic one. It will help developments get through council much easier, 
with all the benefits expected of a native turf including drought tolerance and aesthetics.



 Based on research and observations, Nara will need 20% less mowing than 
Buffalo, 30% less than Couch and 45% less than Kikuyu. It is faster growing 
than Empire Zoysia. 

 It requires only one fertilize per year. Nara is a Zoysia macrantha, which is 
only found in Australia. Overseas Zoysia types such as Empire (a japonica 
type) also only require once a year fertilizing. So less fertilizing is common to 
most Zoysia types around the world. If they are subject to a lot of wear twice a 
year fertilizing is recommended on all Zoysia. 

 Nara can be mown exactly how you would mow Couch, Kikuyu or Buffalo. 
Short, medium or long. In general it is better to not mow too short as it stresses 
all lawns, especially in drought. 

 Nara is very good at competing with weeds. You can also use any chemical 
that works on Couch. Nara is much better than Buffalo with chemicals as you 
can, for example, take out Paspalum with a selective spray. 

 Shade. Buffalo works in 65-70% shade. Nara works in 50-55% shade. 
Couch and Kikuyu only work in 20-25% shade. 

 Nara is beautiful. It is a fine textured lawn, but scalps less than Couch when 
mown. People choose it over Couch, Kikuyu and Buffalo on looks alone. 

 Nara requires less garden edging than Buffalo, Couch and Kikuyu, making it 
less invasive for the garden, although Empire Zoysia does require slightly less 
edging than Nara native turf. 

 Winter colour. Better than Couch and better than many Buffalo types. Nara 
browns off quicker than Palmetto, Sapphire and Kikuyu which are well known 
for their excellent winter colour. In Western Sydney at Richmond this year it was 
dormant for about 7 weeks. So sure there a few grasses that have better winter 
colour, but compared to many, Nara is better.  

 Wear tolerance. It has better wear tolerance than Buffalo in full sun. It has 
better wear tolerance than Couch and Kikuyu, although Couch and Kikuyu 
recover better from wear as they grow faster. In semi shade Nara has better 
wear tolerance than Couch and Kikuyu.

 Less need to worry about future water restrictions. Nara has vigorous deep 
rhizomes, making it far more drought tolerant than non rhizome grasses such 
as Buffalo. Buffalo will hold its colour in drought a few days longer than Nara, 
but will die much quicker in a hot prolonged dry spell. Nara has developed 
extreme drought tolerance from its parentage. Millions of years growing in 
Australia's hot dry and hot humid climates has made it a real survivor. 

 It is native to Australia, from northern Queensland all the way down to 
Tasmania, to the centre of Australia and Adelaide. Zoysia macrantha is well 
suited to most parts including Perth, where  it has  performed very well,  making 
it ideal for your local Australian lawn. We are currently releasing it in the USA as 
well. It performs very well there and is admired for its beauty. Nara is well 
adapted for all parts of Australia, except maybe the Alpine regions. Although it 
can handle down to -12°c in USA tests, which is colder than Canberra. 

 Nara rarely gets Disease and copes very well with humid and dry climates. 
In colder areas and in wet winters, it can occasionally develop a small sign of 
rust, but this is generally hidden amongst the leaves of a mature lawn. Nara 
hides rust much better than many other types, so it is a safe choice. Nara 
seems to cope well with our bugs and insects, probably because it built up 
immunity over the millions of years of development as a native species of 
Australia. A few introduced pest species and the odd native one may cause 
problems occasionally.  Nara seems to be far more resistant to black beetle, 
army worm, and web worm than Couch, Kikuyu and Buffalo. All Zoysia types 
are. But resistant does not mean immune, so it can sometimes get munched 
on. Again, because it has rhizomes, it will re-grow better than Buffalo.

Visit the Nara page at

to find out more about Nara, including where to buy

Nara Native Turf  (left) grows faster than 
exotic Zoysias (right)

Looking after Nara is child’s play

Soft and beautiful



Empire Zoysia has up to 3 times less mowing and much less watering. It needs around 3 times less mowing 
than Kikuyu, about half the mowing of Couch and 30% less mowing than Buffalo. Studies have also shown 
that it needs far less nutrients, only requiring two applications of fertilizer per year in most regions. This was 
discovered in a study at the University of Florida, showing that Empire Turf required less nitrogen in 
comparison to other turf types.

 Empire Turf is a great family lawn as it needs less mowing, less watering and less main-
tenance. This means more time to focus on the important things in life.

 Empire Turf is used in many commercial situations such as amenity areas and 
roadsides. It is also great for sports situations such as golf courses, soccer stadiums, rugby league grounds, 
athletic tracks and low maintenance school facilities, especially in warmer regions.



Empire is a faster establishing Zoysia variety and has been used successfully across Australia in 
many sporting facilities. It has been a great success in many low maintenance high profile parks, 
and is now regurlary used on golf courses and baseball fields. Empire’s drought tolerance and 
extra rhizomes means it is very hard wearing, often performing better than Couch. It also performs 
better when over sown with Rye grass.
Using Empire as sports turf allows for big savings on maintenance, while also being far better for 
the environment. Recent studies have shown that Empire requires half the mowing of Couch and 
a third the mowing of kikuyu for lawn areas typical of a park or school. For high profile sports turf, 
the difference with mowing heights would be smaller, but Empire will still require far less mowing.
Obviously this will save money on mowing costs, but with global warming, and the pressure on 
turfed facilities to have less impact on the environment, half the mowing could save millions of 
tonnes of carbon entering the atmosphere from lawn mowers if lawns were changed to Empire.

 A relatively fine textured lawn with a beautiful deep green colour.

 A very hard wearing lawn. Many schools are using it successfully in 
high wear areas. Better than Buffalo, Couch and Kikuyu.

 Moderately shade tolerant. Not as good as Buffalo, better than Couch and Kikuyu.

 Better cold weather colour than Couch and 
Shademaster Buffalo, but will brown off quicker than Kikuyu.

 Empire rarely scalps, so avoid a lawn with a brown ragged look and use Empire.

 A low thatch lawn that is comfortable to walk on.

 Empire is very resistant to Armyworm, Black Beetle and Webworm. However, even 
Empire can sometimes be affected by these or other problems.

Visit

www.empireturf.com.au
for more information including where to buy

Far better than Couch and Kikuyu in shade


